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Company Overview
AquaMetals' mission is to transform the Lead Acid Battery recycling
industry to be better for today's world. Our revolutionary modular
AquaRefining recycling technology is cleaner, more cost effective and
energy efficient, and produces ultra-pure lead to modernize an important
global recycling activity in a socially responsible manner.
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Lead is the most recycled material in the world. All lead acid battery
recycling currently utilizes lead smelting, a high temperature thermal
reduction process which generates toxic liquid, gases and particulate
waste which it is difficult and expensive to manage. In the US many lead
smelters have failed to meet environmental standards. In less regulated
countries smelters operate with limited environmental safeguards. As
such lead smelting is often listed in the World's top 5 most polluting
industries.
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Our world deserves better. AquaMetals makes the highest purity lead cost
effectively - without pollution.
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Aqua Metals to Host Investor Webcast on January 27, 2021
Jan 12 2021, 8:00 AM EST

Aqua Metals Achieves Significant Improvements to its
Sustainability Focused Battery Recycling Technology
Dec 28 2020, 8:00 AM EST

Aqua Metals Retires Veritex Loan, Now Debt Free
Dec 15 2020, 8:00 AM EST
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and
other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the
property of their respective companies.

